
Chromaflo accelerates time to market and responds to customers’ 
technical service requests faster with Alchemy

Constant improvement and great customer service run deep in 
Chromaflo’s DNA. As an early adopter of technology, Chromaflo’s 
technical group now uses Alchemy’s Chemistry Acceleration 
Software to track projects, formulas, materials, testing and 
feedback for their new development and technical service 
requests. In the first few months Chromaflo found better accuracy 
tracking their time to market, has impressed customers with 
faster turnaround times, and now have consistent reports at the 
end of every project.

“Alchemy provides so much more than our old 
Biovia and Sharepoint systems. Alchemy makes it 
easy to track work across our core processes, so 
we can shorten individual steps and accelerate our 
time to market.”

- Jerry Powers, Product Development Manager, Chromaflo

● Global HQ in Ohio; developing 
colorants since 1929.

● Over 700 employees serving 
customers across six continents.

● Core values are quality, speed and 
service.

● Focus: Chromaflo Technologies is 
a premier global provider of 
colorant technology solutions, 
serving customers in architectural 
and industrial coatings as well as 
the thermoset composites market.

Chromaflo at a glance

Success highlights using Alchemy for technical service teams:

● Replaced old Sharepoint and Biovia lab 
notebook systems with Alchemy in February 
2019.

● Technical service teams use Alchemy to track 
and manage thousands of color match 
requests, and related lab work, each year.

● Now capture all formulation and test data 
inside Alchemy where it is easy to filter and 
search to accelerate the process of hitting an 
exact match on future color requests.

● Automates calculations, process steps, and 
approvals to accelerate the end-to-end tech service 
process.

● Streamlined approvals process for custom 
formulation work.

● Plan to expand Chromaflo’s use of Alchemy to new 
product and technical service teams across North 
America, Europe and APAC.
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“I love Alchemy’s vision for predictive formulation, mobile lab reporting, voice 
memos, notes - all of it! Capturing all of our current chemistry data digitally 

gives us the right foundation to be able to take advantage of all the new 
capabilities Alchemy is building”

- Jerry Powers, Product Development Manager, Chromaflo

About Alchemy:

Alchemy is a Silicon Valley-based cloud software company that helps chemicals companies 
modernize how they work in order to accelerate the development, sale, and servicing of formulas.

Alchemy's highly customizable lab management solution digitizes the business processes related to 
lab project and portfolio management. Our customers get significant value out of the box - faster 
turnaround time on lab work, more throughput from the lab, and real-time visibility to status metrics 
on customer-requested and internal projects. Learn more about our Chemistry Acceleration Software 
at www.alchemy.cloud. 

COMPLETE SOLUTION

Alchemy's solution includes 
features for R&D teams, new 
product development, technical 
service, sales, compliance and 
management.

CHEMISTRY SPECIFIC

We built Alchemy specifically 
for the unique needs of the 
cross functional teams that need 
to work together to deliver great 
chemistry and great service.

100% CUSTOMIZABLE

Customize every field, screen 
and workflow to match your 
exact lab processes and 
business requirements.
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